Risk Management is one of the key cares of any organization strategic management; proper benefit of risk management is finding risks and their solutions. In this article, we will suggest a new Strategic Risk Reduction technique for producing optimal risk reduction strategies; which reduce risk exposure for expected income by allowing several countermeasures per risk rather than one countermeasure as previous works did. Our Strategic Risk Reduction will be optimized using Ant Colony Optimization approach.
Introduction
Risk management is an important step in project management because every project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to provide a unique result [1] ; it is an undertaking that has not been done before. Therefore, all projects involve some level of risk, even if similar projects have been completed successfully; risk is a situation that, if it occurs, adversely affects the goals of a project [2] . Risk management is important for any project because of the uncertainties that all projects face. These uncertainties come from weakly defined requirements, changes in customer needs, difficulties in estimating the resources and the time needed for development and wide range in individual skills. A risk management process consists of many steps; risks identification is the first step, risk identification can begin with the source of problems, or with the problem itself. After risks have been identified, then the next step will be the assessment of the risk impact and its probability of occurrence. These can be difficult to know for sure in the case of the probability of an unwanted event occurring. Therefore, it is critical to make the excellent educated decisions in the assessment process in order to properly prioritize the implementation of the risk management plan. The most widely accepted formula for risk quantification is: Risk magnitude equal the impact of the event multiplied by probability of occurrence [3] . After identifying and assessing risks, the next step is risk planning process which considers each of the risks that have been identified, and develops strategies to manage these risks. For each risk, there is an action to take in order to minimize the disruption to the project if the trouble identified in the risk occurs. The methods of risk management typically include reducing the negative effect or probability of the risk, transferring the risk to another company, avoiding the risk, or even accepting International Journal of Computational Intelligence Systems, Vol. 7, No. 6 (December 2014), 1054-1063
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Copyright: the authorssome or all of the potential or actual effect of a particular risk [3] . Risk controlling is the stage immediately after risk plan phase. Risk controlling consists of preparing a Risk Treatment Plan, which documents the decisions about identified risks and how should be handled. The next step is implementation of the controlled methods for reducing the effect of the risks [4] . Risk management is a prioritization process that followed by how the risks with the highest loss (or impact) and the highest probability of occurring are carry first, and risks with not high probability of occurrence and lesser loss are handled in descending order [5] . "Risk reduction strategy" is the approach to make this selection [6] . The two techniques for obtaining effective risk reduction strategies are: the Defect Detection and Prevention (DDP) tool [7] and the Strategic Method [8] . We will propose a news risk reduction method that we name Strategic Risk Reduction (SRR); our new method takes advantages of both strategies [10] . 
Defect Detection And Prevention
The Defect Detection and Prevention (DDP) method is a powerful tool for choosing the various risks impacting requirements and the associated costs of relieving their influences [7] . The information gained through this method can be applied in many statuses where choices have to be adjusted in the earlier stages of a project. The application of DDP method could therefore be very useful in many hard or software production related projects. Detection and Prevention (DDP) have developed and implemented at Jet Propulsion laboratory, the DDP process used for achieving lifecycle risk management, and is a top-down approach to managing risk, this process has been represented in a software tool [9] . The Defect Detection and Prevention approach is applied as a way of making sure that selections made in the early stages of a project, are based on quantified information and probabilistic assessment methods, instead of incomplete human assessment. By using the Defect Detection and Prevention methodology, minimum costs to a project can be measured in early stages, as well as optimal risk distribution. In essence, the Defect Detection and Prevention method shares many characteristics with risk management systems, because risks are defined and assess in order to make a quantified and probabilistic assessment of their impact and likelihood. DDP then uses either exhaustive search when the number of Co-published by Atlantis Press and Taylor & Francis Copyright: the authorstechniques is small or heuristic search to locate nearoptimal solutions (the current DDP uses simulated annealing [9] . Our Strategic Risk Reduction method will overcome weakens of the Defect Detection and Prevention by providing a strategy as output rather it determines a set of attribute and countermeasure pairs that optimize risk reduction with respect to fixed budget.
Strategic Method
The Strategic Method is a technique for producing optimal risk reduction strategies, which reduces risk exposure for expected income [8] . The input to the strategic method is a specification, about attributes (risks) and countermeasures which are risk reduction techniques of interest, the probability and impact of failure for each risk, both before and after using each countermeasure, and the cost of applying each countermeasure technique. The Strategic Risk Reduction method, that we propose, overcomes weakens of the Strategic Method by allowing many countermeasures to be used for reducing a risk; unlike Strategic Method that reduced any risk by using only one countermeasure per risk.
The strategic method uses a basic rule of risk exposure (RE), which is equal the product of the probability of loss P(L) and impact S(L). Total system risk exposure is the sum of each risk exposures, total RE = Σ ( ) * ( ), where is the loss due to the ℎ risk. The strategic method uses Risk Reduction Leverage (RRL). RRL is a simple measurement that gives a numeric value to a countermeasure, enabling different countermeasures to be compared. If Cost stands for the cost to implement countermeasure, then the formula for RRL is the change in Risk Exposure divided by the cost to implement countermeasure:
where RE before is a risk exposure before using countermeasure, and RE after is a risk exposure after using countermeasure.
It is usually the case that a countermeasure technique reduces only the likelihood of a risk and not its impact. In this case, the benefit is given by:
and the cost-benefit (CB) ratio reduced by RRL is given by:
The strategy generated is one that satisfies the utility function:
"where the minimum is taken over the sets
)} and all permutations τ of {1,2,…,N} and functions
J is a set of non-distinct integers 1 through the number of activities N, M is the number of countermeasures. The utility function chooses the attribute-technique pairs that minimize total RE and cost after k activities have been performed assuming k is arbitrary" [8] . A risk profile (or RE profile) is the assessment of RE as a function of a monotonically increasing quantity such as elapsed time, cumulative effort, or cumulative cost [8] .
For example [8] Table 1 and Table 2 (see Appendix for descriptions of attributes and techniques used here) show typical sets of risk and cost provided for calculating the effectiveness of countermeasures. Table  3 shows probability of a loss after assessing with a countermeasure. Table 4 shows the optimal strategy computed for the matrices in Tables 1, 2 and 3. In the first row of Table 4 , risk reduction equal total RE because there is no countermeasures used to reduce risk, the risk reduction amount 15700 is resulted from 100 * 6+90 * 5+…+60 * 40 (see Table 1 ). In second row upon the Strategic Method the first risk attached to the attribute A 13 is reduced using countermeasure T 11 . Risk exposures of A 13 before using countermeasure T 11 equal to 4500 (using formula 1) and risk exposures of A 13 after using countermeasure T 11 equal to 450 (using formula 2). Then risk exposure change of A 13 using countermeasure T 11 equal to 4500 -450= 4050; the Cost of A 13 using countermeasure T 11 is equal to 10 (from Table 2 ) then benefit B of A 13 using countermeasure T 11 equal to 4040 (using formula 3) and cost benefit CB is equal to 405 (using formula 4). The risk reduction 11650 is the difference between the risk reduction of 15700 of the line 1 and the risk exposure change 4050. The utility function result is equal to (3730+488+200=4418) (using formula 5) where 3730 is
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Copyright: the authorsRE after for all assessed attributes; except attribute A12; using Tj countermeasures and 488 is cumulative cost for all assessed attributes; except A12; using Tj countermeasures, and 200 is the risk exposure of A12 (attribute not assessed). The attribute A12 is not assessed because all subsets of countermeasures will not reduce A12 probability or there is no benefit.
Strategic Risk Reduction
In this section we will present our new Strategic Risk Reduction (SRR) method that overcomes weakens of the Strategic Method and Defect Detection and Prevention at the same time. SRR allows many countermeasures to be used for reducing risk; unlike Strategic Method that is based on one countermeasure per risk. SRR overcomes drawback of Defect Detection and Prevention by providing a strategy as output rather it determines a set of attribute and countermeasure pairs that optimize risk reduction with respect to fixed budget. Our Strategic Risk Reduction (SRR) uses a basic rule of risk which is the risk exposure (RE) [11] , RE is equal the product of the probability of loss P(L) and impact of loss S(L). Total system risk exposure is the sum of each risk exposures T1  50  10 70 10  50 5  10  T2  100  100 100  T3  80 80 80  T4  100 90  19  T5  70 100 70 70 70  T6  30 30 30 30 30  T7  5 10  5 5 3  3  T8  80 70  80 80  T9  3 10 20 20 20 10 20 10  T10  60  60 50 40 50 50 50 40 40 20 40 20  T11  60  90 60 60  50 10  10  T12  5 5 10 10 10 10 5  T13  30  30 30  30  30 5  30  T14  100 100 100 100 5 100 In the following, for each attribute A i ; one can use a set of countermeasures Ť such that Ť = { | ∈ {1, … , }}, 1≤ j ≤ 2 n . � , Ť � will stand for the combined cost to implement many countermeasures Ť for an attribute . The formula for Risk Reduction Leverage of any given set of countermeasures is the change in risk exposure divided by the combined cost to implement countermeasures:
where risk exposure change is:
where ( , ) is probability after assessment of A i with T k . Given this information, we can perform the following algorithm to calculate an optimal risk reduction strategy:
Step 1: Label the greatest significant system assessment attributes from A 1 … A n .
Step 2: Label the greatest significant system assessment countermeasures techniques sets from Ť 1 …Ť n .
Step 3: Estimate the probabilities P(A i ) and impact S(A i ) with attributes A i ; i=1…n before any assessment
Step 4: Estimate the cost C(A i , T k ) and probability P(A i , T k ) after assessment of A i with T k , it is often the case that a countermeasures reduces only the likelihood of a risk and not its impact, the risk exposure after using the countermeasures techniques:
and the change in risk exposures:
Step 5: Calculate the Combined cost:
and the benefit matrix:
For each A i find the Ťj where ( , Ť ) is maximum.
Step 6: Calculate the cost-benefit (CB) ratio reduced by RRL:
sort CB from largest to smallest in the CB Column.
Step 7: Calculate Risk Reduction:
where:
Calculate cumulative cost for each attribute A i located in row n:
The Strategic Risk Reduction strategy generated is one that satisfies the utility function:
where the minimum is taken over the sets {(A 1 , Ť J(1) , τ(1)), (A 2 , Ť J(2) , τ(2)),…,(A N , Ť J(N) , τ(N))} and all permutations τ of {1,2,…,N} and functions J:{1,2,…,N}→{1,2,…,M} (i.e. J is a set of non-distinct integers 1 through the number of activities N, M is the number of countermeasures). The utility function chooses the attribute-technique pairs that minimizes total RE and combined cost after k activities have been performed assuming k is arbitrary. Table 5 shows the optimal strategy computed for the matrices with two countermeasures techniques. For example the risk exposure RE after of A13 after performing T7 and T11 is equal to (90 * 50 *(5/50)*(30/50) = 270) (using formula 6) where impact of A13 is S(A13)=90 and probability of A13 is P before (A13)=50 (from Table 1 ), the probability of A13 after performing T7 is P after (A13,T7)=30 and the probability of A13 after performing T11 P after (A13,T11)=5 (from Table 3 ). The Risk exposure change of A13 after performing T7 and T11 equal to (90*50*(1-((5/50)*(30/50)) =4230) (using formula 7)). From Table  2 , the cost of assessing A13 with T7 (resp. T11) is 3 (resp. 10); therefore the CombCost, after using T7 and T11 with A13 equal to 13 (using formula 8). Benefit for A13 after using T7 and T11 equal to (4230-13=4217) (using formula 9). CB ratio for A13 after using T7 and T11 equal to (4230/13=325.385) (using formula 10). RE total is equal to 15700 (by applying formula 12 on Table 1 , 15700 = 100 * 6 + 90 * 5 + … + 60 * 40). Risk reduction equal to (15700-4230=11470) (using formula 11). The Cumulative Cost is 13 (using equation 13). The utility function result is equal to 4119 (3413+506+200) (using formula 14) where 3413 is RE after for all assessed attributes using Ťj sets and 506 is cumulative cost for all assessed attributes (except A12) using Ťj sets, and 200 is the risk exposure of non assessed A12. The attribute A12 is not assessed because all subsets of countermeasures will not reduce A12 probability or there is no benefit. The utility function obtained by using our Strategic Risk Reduction method is 4119, which is larger better than the Strategic Method that has 4418 as optimum utility function result.
Optimizing Strategic Risk Reduction Using Ant Colony Optimization
In the previous presentation we have seen that each risk may have from 1 to 2 n countermeasures subsets where n is number of countermeasures; this means that we are in the presence of an exponential problem. In this section we will present how to optimize our Strategic Risk Reduction using Ant Colony Optimization (SRR-ACO) that will be used in discovering the best (may be optimal) subsets of countermeasures for different risks in polynomial time. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a meta-heuristic, meaning that it's a general framework that can be used to create a specific algorithm to solve a specific exponential problem. Although ACO was proposed in a 1991 doctoral thesis by M. Dorigo, the first detailed description of the algorithm is given in [12] . ACO algorithm is an artificial intelligence technique based on the pheromone-laying behavior of ants; it can be used to find solutions to exceedingly complex problems that seek the optimal subset through a huge number of subsets. The SRR-ACO uses ants; each ant represents a potential subset, and each subset has to be associated with a particle pheromone including benefit of countermeasures subset to attribute (risk). SRR-ACO requires the specification of several parameters such as the pheromone influence factor α, the benefit influence factor ß, the pheromone evaporation coefficient ρ and proportion of ant probability Ǭ after using countermeasure subset Ťj; all these parameters control the behavior of the SRR-ACO algorithm. The ants are initialized to random subsets; after initialization, the best ant has a maximum benefit to the attribute. The key idea of ACO is the use of simulated pheromones, which attract ants to better subset of countermeasures among the huge number of subsets. The main processing loop alternates between updating the ant subset based on the current pheromone values and updating the pheromones based on the new ant countermeasure subset. After the maximum number of iteration is reached through the main processing loop, the program displays the best countermeasure subsets found for each risk and its corresponding benefit using formula 9, risk exposure change using formula 7, cumulative cost using formula 13, and CB (risk reduction leverage) using formula 10. Finally SRR-ACO calculates utility function based on subsets that it chooses as best subset satisfying the formula 14. None 15700  0  A13 T11 , T7 4500  270  4230  13  4217 325.385 11470  13  A11  T11  1800  300  1500  10  1490  150  9970  23  A14  T10  2400  1200  1200  20  1180  60  8770  43  A7  T9 , T7 1000  375  625  13  612 48.077 8145  56  A3  T5  1800  180  1620  70  1550 23.143 6525  126  A6  T7  150  60  90  5  85  18  6435  131  A5  T11  1200  300  900  60  840  15  5535  191  A8  T9  200  80  120  10  110  12  5415  201  A4  T14  1200  240  960  100  860  9.6  4455  301  A2  T4  450  0  450  90  360  5  4005  391  A1  T11  600  300  300  60  240  5  3705  451  A9  T9 , T7 100  48  52  25  27  2.08  3653  476  A10  T13  100  60  40  30  10  1.333 3613  506 Co-published by Atlantis Press and Taylor & Francis Copyright: the authors The pseudo code of SRR-ACO is shown in Figure 1 ; SRR-ACO algorithm works as follows: the global parameters are first initialized by α=3, ß=2, ρ=0.01 and Ǭ =2. For each attribute A i and for each ant among the set of underlying ants generate a random number. The binary representation of the random number is calculated to obtain a subset of countermeasures Ť j ; for example, for the random number 3 and its binary representation 00000000000011 the entailed subset of countermeasures is Ť j ={T 1 ,T 2 }. Based on pheromone and benefit values τ(A i ) associated with each Ť j ; apply pheromone update. Finally we sort the attributes A i with their good subset Ť j from largest to smallest based on their cost benefit (risk reduction leverage) values. The underlying utility function is computed using formula 14.
As you can see from SRR-ACO, it took advantages of ACO methods. ACO, in common with other metaheuristics, is quite sensitive to choice of free global parameters α, ß, ρ and Ǭ. Although there has been quite a bit of research on ACO parameters, the general consensus is that you must experiment a bit with free parameters to get the best combination of performance and solution quality. In the next section, an experiment will be conducted to show how SRR-ACO doesn't take a long time to operate, to give best (may be optimal) set of countermeasures for each attribute A i .
SRR-ACO Testing
SRR-ACO is applied to discover the best (may be optimal) subsets of countermeasures for different risks. SRR-ACO using basic rules of risk which are the risk exposure and risk reduction leverage (cost benefit). Table 1 and Table 2 show typical sets of risk and cost provided for calculating the effectiveness of techniques and Table 3 has the probability of a loss after assessing with a technique (countermeasure). All the experiments were performed on 2.53 GHz Intel® Core™ i5 CPU machine with 4.00GB RAM, running Microsoft Windows 7 Professional. The SRR-ACO algorithm is written with Java in NetBeans IDE 6.9.1 environment.
In the experiments, there are two parameters that have been determined: number of ants and maximum number of iteration. We conducted two experiments in order to inspect the speed and utility of SRR-ACO. First experiment set maximum number of repetitions to 150 with number of ants in [1…100]. However, the second experiment set the number of ants to 14 with maximum number of iteration in [15…1000]. The output of SRR-ACO experiments assures always the best subsets of countermeasures for each attribute or risk.
In first experiment the number of ants was set to 14 and maximum number of iterations is set to 150. Table 6 shows a sample of the best subsets generated from this experiment with utility equal to 3809.45. Figure 2 shows the result of this experiment related to the increase of number of ants. It shows also the time in seconds spent by SRR-ACO algorithm and the utility result of its final output. From figure 2, one can see that increasing the number of ants will increase execution time, because its termination condition depends on number of ants. Moreover, this increasing in the number of ants will most likely improve utility result of the final output.
In the second experiment the number of ants was set to 14 and number of iterations was varied up to 1000. Table 7 shows a sample of the best subsets generated from this experiment with utility equal to 3400. figure 3 , one can see that increasing the number of iterations will most likely increase the execution time; because it takes more time to apply the ACO cycles and calculate the subset variables of each ant. Moreover, this increasing in the number of iteration guarantee improvement of the utility result and it could even make it better. In order to suggest the best values of number of ants, and maximum number of iteration for SRR-ACO; we interrelate the two experiments. Considering the time in the two experiments, in figure 2, and figure 3, you can see that increasing number of time for iterations slow down ACO more than increasing the number of ants. Considering the utility results in the two experiments given in figure 2 and figure 3 , you can see that increasing number of ants and number of iteration will improve utility results. Considering the output samples of the two experiments, in Table 6 , and Table 7 , you can see that the best utility result of the second experiment (3400) is better than the best utility result of the first experiment (3809.45). From all the experiments, it is observed that increasing number of ants will take less time than increasing number of iterations but it will hurt utility result. In addition, after comparing the best output results in figure 2 , and figure 3, it is observed that using of high number of iteration will generate almost better utility results but it will increase execution time, i.e. high iteration will acquire more time. At the end, from the results given above, it can be seen that it is important to choose the right numbers of ants, and maximum number of iterations. According to our experiments with SRR-ACO, it is better to use high iteration (e.g. 150) with moderate number of ants (e.g. 14). This tradeoff decision will prospectively guarantee good results in short time.
Conclusion
In 
